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This paper gives an overview of tools and methods for CrossLanguage Information Retrieval (CLIR) that are developed within the
Twenty-One proje t. The tools and methods are evaluated with the
TREC CLIR task do ument olle tion using Dut h queries on the English do ument base. The main issue addressed here is an evaluation of
two approa hes to disambiguation. The underlying question is whether a
lot of e ort should be put in nding the orre t translation for ea h query
term before sear hing, or whether sear hing with more than one possible
translation leads to better results? The experimental study suggests that
the quality of sear h methods is more important than the quality of disambiguation methods. Good retrieval methods are able to disambiguate
translated queries impli itly during sear hing.
Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

Within the proje t Twenty-One a system is built that supports Crosslanguage Information Retrieval (CLIR). Cross-language retrieval supports
the users of multilingual do ument olle tions by allowing them to submit
queries in one language, and retrieve do uments in any of the languages
overed by the retrieval system. On the example of Dut h queries on an
English do ument olle tion, this an be a hieved by: o -line do ument
translation: translating English do uments into Dut h, then indexing in
Dut h; o -line index translation: indexing English do uments in English,
then translating the resulting index into Dut h; on-line query translation:
indexing English do uments in English and translating Dut h queries on
the y into English. The latter method is preferred when the former two
are impra ti al. Query translation is envor ed in environments where it
would be impossible to produ e translations for all do uments in the do ument base and/or to produ e translated indi es for ea h language. Do ument translation has the major advantage that it is possible to present

the user a high quality preview of the retrieved do uments. Translating
do uments after they are retrieved, as o ered by some web sear h engines,
does not suÆ e be ause it does not help the users to identify material that
they might want to have translated. Sin e it presupposes that the user
has already found the relevant do ument in its original foreign language,
it fails to support exa tly that part of a sear h in a multilingual environment whi h is the most diÆ ult one: to formulate a query whi h will then
take the user to the foreign language do ument of interest.
The Twenty-One proje t has a lear target domain. It fo uses on dislosing literature on sustainable development in four languages: Dut h,
English, Fren h and German. The proje t also has a strong fo us on the
dis losure of paper do uments whi h have to be s anned and onverted to
an ele troni al format by opti al hara ter re ognition software. A third
fo us is on natural language pro essing in the four supported languages.
At indexing time noun phrases are re ognised and used as omplex index
terms. As the Twenty-One domain is limited and as heavy prepro essing
and storage of s anned do uments has to be re koned with anyhow, this
is a lassi ase for the do ument translation approa h. The Twenty-One
system1 uses sophisti ated translation software for the disambiguation of
index terms in ontext. If a word has more than one possible translation
it is alled ambiguous, e.g. the English word plant has two possible Fren h
translations plante for the sense of 'vegetation' and usine for the sense
of 'fa tory'. The term disambiguation is used in two ways in this paper.
Disambiguation refers to the pro ess of hoosing the best translation.
However, disambiguation might also refer to the estimation of probabilities for ea h possible translation. The disambiguation pro ess might for
instan e assign a probability of 0.8 to plante and 0.2 to usine. The probabilities an be used to identify the most probable translation, but, if
the query translation approa h is taken, they might also be used during
retrieval to weight ea h possible translation. Currently disambiguation in
Twenty-One an be pursued in four ways:

{ using existing ma hine translation software (LOGOS)
{ sele tion of the preferred translation from a ma hine readable di tio-

nary (Van Dale)
{ the use of domain spe i di tionaries that are automati ally generated on the basis of statisti ally pro essed parallel orpora (suited for
spe i appli ations only)
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Twenty-One was the rst on-line text retrieval system supporting CLIR in Europe:
http://twentyone.tpd.tno.nl/21demomooi/

{ disambiguation on the basis of the frequen y of noun phrases in the
do ument olle tion

In this paper the di erent disambiguation strategies of the Twenty-One
system will be evaluated. The paper addresses the question whi h strategy
results in the best retrieval performan e, but it also addresses the question
if disambiguation is ne essary at all. New probabilisti retrieval te hniques
that are developed at the University of Twente are able to disambiguate
translated queries impli itly during sear hing.
This paper is organised as follows. Se tion 2 explores possibilities for
the omparison of the "do ument translation" approa h with the "query
translation" approa h. Se tion 3 introdu es three basi methods for query
translation. Se tion 4 addresses heuristi s and statisti s for disambiguation if the query translation approa h to ross-language retrieval is followed. Se tion 5 dis usses the setup of our experiments and experimental
results. Finally, se tion 6 ontains on luding remarks. Te hni al details
of the probabilisti retrieval model an be found in the appendix of this
paper.

2

Empiri ally omparing do ument translation with
query translation

In the introdu tion three important advantages of do ument translation
were mentioned. Firstly, it an be done o -line. Se ondly, if a lassi al
ma hine translation is used, it is possible to present the user a high quality preview of a do ument. Thirdly, there is more ontext available for
lexi al disambiguation whi h might lead to better retrieval performan e
in terms of pre ision and re all.2 For several types of appli ations, the
rst and se ond advantage may be a good reason to hoose for do ument
translation. The third advantage seems quite plausible and was hypothesised in a number of early publi ations on ross-language retrieval, e.g.
Oard and Dorr [16℄, Hull and Grefenstette [10℄ and Kraaij [11℄.
Does the do ument translation approa h to ross-language retrieval
using lassi al ma hine translation really lead to better retrieval performan e than the query translation approa h using a ma hine readable
di tionary? A re ent experimental study by Oard [15℄ suggests it does.
However, for a number of reasons it is very diÆ ult to answer this question
on the basis of empiri al eviden e. A rst problem is that in the query
2

Pre ision is the fra tion of the retrieved do uments that is a tually relevant and
re all is the fra tion of the relevant do uments that is a tually retrieved.

translation approa h, sear hing is done in the language of the do uments
while in the do ument translation approa h sear hing is done in the language of the query. But it is a well known fa t that information retrieval
is not equally diÆ ult for ea h language. A se ond problem is that, for a
sound answer to the question, we need a ma hine translation system and a
ma hine readable di tionary that have exa tly the same lexi al overage.
If the ma hine translation system misses vital translations that the mahine readable di tionary does list, we end up omparing the overage of
the respe tive translation lexi ons instead of the two approa hes to rosslanguage retrieval. Within the Twenty-One proje t we have a third, more
pra ti al, problem that prevents us from evaluating the usefulness of the
used translation system (LOGOS) against the usefulness of the ma hine
readable di tionaries available within the proje t (Van Dale). The Van
Dale di tionaries are entirely based on Dut h head words, but translation
from and to Dut h is not supported by LOGOS. These onsiderations urge
us to rephrase the the issue into a more manageable question.
A rst, manageable, step in omparing do ument translation with
query translation might be the following. What is, given a translation
lexi on, the best approa h for query translation: using one translation
for ea h query term (i.e. expli it disambiguation) or using all possible
translations? Pi king one translation is a ne essary ondition of the do ument translation approa h. For query translation we an either use one
translation for sear hing, or more than one. The question one or more
translations also re e ts the lassi al pre ision / re all dilemma in information retrieval: pi king one spe i translation of ea h query term is a
good strategy to a hieve high pre ision; using all possible translations of
ea h query term is a good strategy to a hieve high re all.

3

Methods for query translation

As said in the previous se tion one of the issues dealt with in this paper is
omparing ross-language information retrieval using one translation per
query term with retrieval using more than one translation per query term.
We will report the results of retrieval experiments using the Dut h queries
on the English TREC ross-language task olle tion. A Dut h query will
be referred to as the sour e language query; the English query will be
referred to as the translated query. The experiments an be divided into
three ategories:
1. query translation using one translation per sour e language query
term

2. query translation using unstru tured queries of all possible translations per sour e language query term
3. query translation using stru tured queries of all possible translations
per sour e language query term

3.1 Using one translation per query term
If only one translation per query term is used for sear hing, the translation pro ess must have some kind of expli it disambiguation pro edure.
This pro edure might be based on an existing ma hine translation system,
or alternatively, on statisti al te hniques or heuristi s. After disambiguation, the translated query an be treated the way a query is normally
treated in a monolingual setting. A 'normal' monolingual setting in this
ontext is retrieval on the basis of a statisti al 'bag-of-words' model like
e.g. the ve tor spa e model [20℄ or the lassi al probabilisti model [18℄.
The unstru tured queries mentioned in the next se tion will also refer to
the use of a bag-of-words model. Instead of the ve tor spa e model or
the lassi al probabilisti model we will use a new model, alled the linguisti ally motivated probabilisti model of information retrieval, whi h
is des ribed in the appendix of this paper.
Figure 1 gives an example of an English query fthird, worldg that is
used to sear h a Fren h olle tion. Although both third and world might
have more than one possible translation, the system has to pi k one of
them.
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Fig. 1.

third, worldg

lookup
# diandtionary
disambiguation

tiers, mondeg

using one translation per query term

In se tion 4 a number of heuristi s and statisti s for disambiguation will
be explored. As explained in se tion 2 we will not be able to a tually use
ma hine translation for disambiguation. It is however possible to de ne
an upper bound on what is possible with the one-translation approa h
by asking a human expert to manually disambiguate the output of the
ma hine readable di tionary. We hypothesise that query translation using

a ma hine translation system with the same lexi al overage as the mahine readable di tionary will not result in better retrieval performan e
than query translation using the manually disambiguated output of the
same di tionary.

3.2 Using unstru tured queries
If more than one translation per sour e language query term is used for
sear hing we might still treat the translated query as a bag-of-words. As
we will see in se tion 5 the way of weighting the possible translations is
ru ial for unstru tured queries. In parti ular it is important to normalise
the possible translations in su h a way that for ea h sour e language
query term the weights of possible translations sum up to one. Not using
normalisation will make sour e language query terms with a lot of possible
translations unintentionally more important than sour e language query
terms that have less possible translations.
Figure 2 again gives the example of an English query fthird, worldg
that is used to sear h a Fren h olle tion. It is assumed that the English term third has two possible Fren h translations: tiers and troisieme
and that the English term world has three possible translations: monde,
mondial and terre. Instead of sele ting one translation we might use all
possible translation to sear h the do ument olle tion.

f

third, worldg

# di tionary lookup

(tiers, troisieme, monde, mondial, terre)
Fig. 2.

translation using an unstru tured query

The result of gure 2 ould be used dire tly for sear hing the Fren h olle tion (see run2a in se tion 5), but this would make the term world in
the sour e language query more important (be ause it has more possible
translations) than the word third. Normalisation of the possible translations might therefore be used to make the ontribution of third as high
as the ontribution of world. In this ase the possible translations of third
are reweighted to 0.5 and the possible translations of world to 0.33 (see
run2 in se tion 5). If one of the possible translations of one sour e
language query term is more probable than the other(s), this possible

translation might be weighted higher than the other(s) while keeping the
normalisation in ta t.

3.3 Using stru tured queries
If all possible translations are treated as one bag-of-words we ignore the
fa t that a do ument ontaining one possible translation of ea h sour e
language query term is more likely to be relevant than a do ument ontaining all possible translations of only one sour e language query term.
The boolean model or weighted boolean models (see e.g. [20℄) an be used
to retrieve only those do uments that ontain a translation of all or most
of the sour e language query terms [9℄. Disjun tion an be used to ombine possible translations of one sour e language query term. Conjun tion
an be used in a way that the translated query re e ts the formulation
of the sour e language query.
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translation using a stru tured query

Figure 3 again gives the example of an English query fthird, worldg on
a Fren h do ument olle tion. The stru tured query re e ts the possible
translations of the sour e language query terms in an intuitive way. The
stru tured query weighting algorithm impli itly normalises the possible
translations in a disjun tion. Expli it normalisation as done for unstru tured queries is no longer ne essary. Stru tured queries are generated
automati ally by the translation module and may take the probabilities
of possible translations into a ount. Te hni al details of the algorithm
an be found in the appendix.
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Heuristi s and statisti s for disambiguation

This se tion lists a number of information resour es that an be used to
identify the proper translation or proper translations of a query term.
The se tion brie y des ribes information that is expli itly or impli itly

in the di tionary and information from other sour es like parallel orpora
and the do ument olle tion itself.

4.1 Di tionary preferred translation
The VLIS lexi al database of Van Dale Lexi ography list for ea h entry expli itly one preferred translation whi h is onsidered the most ommonly
used one. Repla ing ea h query term with the preferred translation is a
simple, but possibly e e tive, approa h to ross-language retrieval.

4.2 Pseudo frequen ies
The Van Dale database ontains also expli it information on the sense
of possible translations. Some Dut h head words arry over to the same
English translation for di erent senses. For example the Dut h head word
jeugd may be translated to youth in three senses: the sense of ' hara teristi ', 'time-frame' and 'person'. The 'person' sense has a synonym translation: youngster. As youth o urs in the di tionary under three senses and
youngster under one sense, we assign youth a weight that is three times
as high as the weight for youngster. The assumption made by weighting translations is that the number of o urren es in the di tionary may
serve as rough estimates of a tual frequen ies in parallel orpora. In other
words: the number of o urren es in the di tionary serve as pseudo frequen ies. Ideally, if the domain is limited and parallel orpora on the
domain are available, weights should be estimated from a tual data as
des ribed in se tion 4.3.

4.3 Frequen ies from parallel orpora
The Twenty-One system ontains do uments on the domain of sustainable development. Translation in Twenty-One is done using a general
purpose di tionary (Van Dale) and a general purpose MT-system (LOGOS), but these resour es are not very well suited for domain-spe i jargon. Domain-spe i jargon and its translations are impli itly available
in parallel orpora on sustainable development. Translation pairs an be
derived from parallel orpora using statisti al o-o urren e by so- alled
word alignment algorithms. Within the Twenty-One proje t word alignment algorithms were developed that do the job in a fast and reliable way
[6℄. Domain spe i translation lexi ons were derived from Agenda 21, a
UN-do ument on sustainable development that is available in most of the
European languages in luding Dut h and English.

For the experiment we merged the automati ally derived di tionary
with the Van Dale di tionary in the following way. For ea h entry, we
added the pseudo frequen ies and the real frequen ies of the possible
translations. Pseudo frequen ies are usually not higher than four or ve,
but the real frequen ies in the parallel orpus may be more than a thousand for frequent translation pairs. Adding pseudo frequen ies and real
frequen ies has the e e t that for possible translations that are frequent
in the orpus the real frequen ies will be important, but for translations
that are infrequent or missing the pseudo frequen ies will be important.
Translation pairs that have a frequen y of one or two in the parallel
orpus may-be erroneously derived by the word alignment algorithm. If,
however, su h an infrequent translation pair is also listed in the ma hine
readable di tionary, then the pair was probably orre t. Therefore we
added a bonus frequen y of three to ea h possible translation that is
both in the orpus and in Van Dale.

4.4 Context for disambiguation
The te hniques introdu ed so far do not resemble te hniques that are a tually used in ma hine translation systems. Traditionally, disambiguation
in ma hine translation systems is based on (synta ti ) ontext of words.
In this se tion a statisti al algorithm is introdu ed that uses ontext of the
original query words to nd the best translation. The algorithm uses andidate noun phrases extra ted from the do ument base to disambiguate
the from the query. Noun phrases were extra ted using the standard tools
as used in the Twenty-One system: the Xerox morphologi al tools and the
TNO parser. The noun phrases were sorted and then ounted, resulting in
a list of unique phrases with frequen y of o urren e.
The introdu tion of noun phrases (or any multi-word expression) in
the translation pro ess leads to two types of ambiguity: sense ambiguity
and stru tural ambiguity. Figure 4 gives an example of the Fren h translation hart of the English noun phrase third world war. Ea h word in this
noun phrase an have several translations that are displayed in the bottom ells of the hart, the so- alled sense ambiguity. A ording to a list of
Fren h noun phrases there may be two andidate multi-word translations:
tiers monde for the English noun phrase third world and guerre mondiale
for world war. These andidate translations are displayed in the upper
ells of the hart. Be ause the internal stru ture of noun phrases was not
available for the translation pro ess, we an translate a full noun phrase
by de omposing it in several ways. For example third world war an be
split up in the separate translation of either third world and war or in the

tiers monde guerre mondiale
troisieme
tiers
third
Fig. 4.

monde
mondiale
terre
world

guerre
bataille
war

translation hart of third world war

separate translation of third and world war. The most probable de omposition an be found using te hniques developed for sto hasti grammars
(see e.g. [2℄). The probabilities of the parse trees an be mapped into probabilities, or weights, of possible translations. A more detailed des ription
of the algorithm an be found in [12℄.

4.5 Manual disambiguation
The manual disambiguation of the di tionary output was done by a qualied interpreter whi h also was a native speaker of English. She had a ess
to the Dut h version of the topi s and to the English di tionary output onsisting of a number of possible translations per sour e language
(Dut h) query word. For ea h Dut h word, one of the possible English
translations had to be hosen, even if the orre t translation was not one
of them.

4.6 Other information
In the experiments des ribed in this paper we ignored one important
sour e of information: the multi-word entries in the Van Dale di tionaries.
Multi-word expressions like for instan e world war are expli itly listed in
the di tionary. For the experiments des ribed in this paper we only used
word-by-word translations using the single word entries.

5

Experimental setup and results

In se tion 3 we identi ed three methods for query translation: using one
translation per query term, using a unstru tured query of all translations per sour e language query term and using a stru tured query of all
translations per sour e language query term. Ea h method is assigned a

number 1, 2 or 3. In se tion 4 ve sour es of information were identi ed
that may be used by these methods: di tionary preferen e, pseudo frequen ies, parallel orpora, ontext in noun phrases and human expertise.
Given the ve information sour es we identi ed seven (two experiments
were done both with and without normalisation) basi retrieval experiments or runs that are listed in table 1. Ea h experiment is labelled with
a letter from a to g.
Table 1.

disambiguation methods

run name te hnique to weight translations / pi k the best translation
run?a
run?b
run?
run?d
run?e
run?f
run?g

no weights used = di tionary preferred translation.
weight by pseudo frequen ies.
normalise weights of possible translations (run?a)
weight by normalised pseudo frequen ies
normalised 'real' frequen ies estimated from the parallel
Agenda 21 orpus.
weight by using noun phrases from do uments (in luding
normalisation)
disambiguation by a human expert

The ombinations of seven information sour es and three methods de ne
a total number of 21 possible experiments. After removing ombinations
that are redundant or not informative 15 experiments remain.
In the remainder of this se tion we will report the results of 15 experiments on the TREC ross-language task test olle tion [3℄ topi s 1-24
(ex luding the topi s that were not judged at the time of TREC-6 leaving
21 topi s). The Dut h topi s were used to sear h the English do uments.
Experiments were ompared by means of their non-interpolated average
pre ision, average pre ision in short. Additionally, the result of ea h experiment will be ompared with the result of a monolingual base line run,
whi h is the result of queries based on the English version of the TREC
topi s. The monolingual run performs at an average pre ision of 0.403.
All experiments were done with the linguisti ally motivated experimental
retrieval engine developed at the University of Twente.

5.1 One translation runs
Table 2 list the results of the one translation runs. Normalisation of translation weights is not useful for pi king the best translation. Therefore the

table does not list run1 and run1d. (run1d would give exa tly the
same results as run1b.)
Table 2.

results of 'one-translation' runs

run name
run1a
run1b
run1e
run1f
run1g

average
pre ision
0.262
0.231
0.282
0.269
0.315

relative to
baseline (%)
65
57
70
67
78

Not surprisingly, the manual disambiguated run outperforms the automati runs, but it still performs at 78 % of the monolingual run. Translation ambiguity and missing terminology are the two primary sour es of
ross-language retrieval error [10℄. We hypothesise that the loss of performan e is due to missing terminology and possibly errors in the translation
s ripts. The 78 % performan e of the monolingual base line is an upper
bound on what is possible using a one-translation approa h on the TREC
ross-language olle tion.
The best automati run is the run using orpus frequen ies run1e.
This is a surprise, be ause we used a relatively small orpus on the domain of the Twenty-One demonstrator whi h is sustainable development.
Inspe tion of the topi s however learns us that a lot of topi s dis uss
international problems like air pollution, ombating AIDS, et . whi h fall
dire tly in the domain of sustainable development.
The di tionary preferred run run1a performs reasonable well. The
run using ontext from noun phrases run1f performs only a little better. Pseudo frequen ies run1b are less useful in identifying the orre t
translation.

5.2 Unstru tured query runs
Table 5.2 list the results of the unstru tured query runs using all possible translations of ea h original query term. We experimented with all
information sour es ex ept for the human expert.
A rst important thing to noti e is that the normalisation of the term
weights is a prerequisite for good performan e if all possible translations
per sour e language query term are used in an unstru tured query. Not

Table 3.

results of 'unstru tured query' runs

run name

average
pre ision

run2a
run2b
run2
run2d
run2e
run2f

0.180
0.162
0.268
0.308
0.305
0.275

relative to
baseline (%)
45
40
67
76
76
68

using the normalisation, as done in run2a and run2b will drop performan e to a disappointing 40 to 45 per ent of the monolingual base line.
More surprisingly, the pseudo frequen y run run2d and the real frequen y run run2e now perform equally well and both approa h the upper
bound on what is possible with the one translation approa h (run1g).
Although the pseudo frequen ies are not very useful for identifying the
best translation, they seem to be as realisti as real frequen ies if used
for weighting the possible translations.

5.3 Stru tured query runs
Table 4 lists the results of the stru tured query runs. Normalisation of
term weights is impli it in the stru tured query, so run3a and run3b
will give exa tly the same results as run3 and run3d respe tively.
Table 4.

results of 'stru tured query' runs

run name
run3
run3d
run3e
run3f

average
pre ision
0.311
0.330
0.335
0.323

relative to
baseline (%)
77
82
83
80

The four runs do not di er as mu h in performan e as their unstru tured
equivalents, whi h suggests that the stru tured queries are more robust
than the unstru tured queries. Again, the pseudo frequen y run run2d
and the real frequen y run run2e perform almost equally well. Three

out of four runs perform better than the manually disambiguated 'one
translation' run run1g.

6

Con lusion

This paper gives an overview of methods and information resour es that
an be used for ross-language information retrieval. Evaluation of these
methods on the TREC ross-language olle tion indi ates that using all
possible translations for sear hing leads to better retrieval performan e
in terms of average pre ision than using just one (the best) translation.
In several early publi ations on ross-language retrieval [10, 11, 16℄
it was hypothesised that the do ument translation approa h to rosslanguage retrieval leads to better retrieval performan e than the query
translation approa h be ause there is more ontext available in do uments
for lexi al disambiguation. Of ourse, lexi al disambiguation is easier if
there is more ontext available, but we laim that lexi al disambiguation
is not essential for good retrieval performan e. In fa t, table 4 shows
that the best performing runs simply use all possible translations. The
results of the manually disambiguated run suggest that not mu h an be
gained by putting a lot of e ort in expli it disambiguation of possible
translations. If sophisti ated sear h algorithms are used, disambiguation
is done impli itly during sear hing. This suggests that the hypothesis that
do ument translation leads to better retrieval performan e than query
translation might not be true after all: further resear h is needed on this
topi .
The appendix of this paper des ribes some important steps in the
development of new probabilisti retrieval models. It introdu es a new
method to rank do uments using boolean stru tured queries and it introdu es a new way to in lude statisti al translation dire tly into statisti al
retrieval. In the ross-language retrieval experiments reported on here,
boolean stru tured queries outperform the unstru tured queries. In future publi ations we hope to show that this method, although it needs
the Boolean queries to be in onjun tive normal form, is also useful in a
monolingual setting with Boolean queries that are formulated dire tly by
the user.
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Appendix: probabilisti weighting algorithms
The weighting algorithms for stru tured and unstru tured queries are
based on the linguisti ally motivated probabilisti model of information
retrieval [5, 7, 8℄. This appendix gives an overview of the model and of its
appli ation to ross-language information retrieval.

A.1 An informal des ription of the underlying ideas
The linguisti ally motivated probabilisti model is based on advan es
made in the eld of statisti al natural language pro essing and uses probability theory in quite a di erent way than the lassi al probabilisti
approa hes to information retrieval, like e.g. the well-known Robertson /
Spar k-Jones probabilisti model [18℄. It uses a metaphor that is very similar to 'urn models' that are often used in introdu tory statisti s ourses
[14℄. Instead of drawing balls at random with repla ement from an urn, we
will onsider the pro ess of drawing words at random with repla ement
from a do ument. Suppose someone sele ts one do ument in the do ument olle tion; draws at random, one at a time, with repla ement ten
words from this do ument and hands those ten words (the query terms)
over to the system. The system now an make an edu ated guess as from
whi h do ument the words ame from, by al ulating for ea h do ument
the probability that the ten words were sampled from it and by ranking
the do uments a ordingly. The intuition behind it is that users have a
reasonable idea of whi h terms are likely to o ur in do uments of interest
and will hoose query terms a ordingly [17℄.
The model an be extended to Boolean queries by treating the sampling pro ess as an AND-query and allowing that ea h draw is spe i ed by
a disjun tion of more than one term. For example, the probability of rst

drawing the term information and then drawing either the term retrieval
or the term ltering from a do ument an be al ulated by the model
introdu ed in this paper without any additional modeling assumptions.
Furthermore it an be extended with additional statisti al pro esses
to model di eren es between the vo abulary of the query and the voabulary of the do uments. Statisti al translation an be added to the
pro ess of sampling terms from a do ument by assuming that the translation of a term does not depend on the do ument it was sampled from.
Cross-language retrieval using e.g. Dut h queries on an English do ument
olle tion uses the sampling metaphor as follows: rst an English word is
sampled from the do ument, and then this word is translated to Dut h
with some probability that an be estimated from a parallel orpus.

A.2 De nition of the orresponding probability measures
Based on the ideas mentioned above, probability measures an be de ned
to rank the do uments given a query. The probability that an unstru tured query T1 ; T2 ;    ; Tn of length n is sampled from a do ument with
do ument identi er D is de ned by equation 1.

P (T1 ; T2 ;    ; Tn jD) =

Y(
n

i

=1

1 P (Ti ) + 2 P (Ti jD))

(1)

The probability measure is de ned by a linear ombination of global information P (T ) on the terms and lo al information P (T jD) on the terms.
The global information is added be ause some query terms do not o ur
even on e in the do ument of interest. It is assumed that these terms are
randomly sele ted from any of the do uments in the entire olle tion. In
se tion A.4 it is shown that this probability measure an be rewritten to
a tfidf term weighting algorithm. A somewhat similar probability fun tion was used by Miller, Leek and S hwartz [13℄. They showed that it an
be interpreted as a two-state hidden Markov model in whi h 1 and 2
de ne the state transition probabilities and P (T ) and P (T jD) de ne the
emission probabilities.
The extension for Boolean queries as mentioned above is straightforward. For ea h draw, di erent terms are mutually ex lusive. That is, if
one term is drawn from a do ument, the probability of drawing e.g. both
the term information and the term retrieval is 0. Following the axioms
of probability theory (see e.g. Mood [14℄) the probability of a disjun tion

of terms in one draw is the sum of the probabilities of drawing the single terms. Disjun tion of m possible translations Tij (1  j  m) of the
sour e language query term on position i is de ned as follows.

P (Ti1 [ Ti2 [    [ Tim jD) =

X(
m

j

=1

1 P (Tij ) + 2 P (Tij jD))

(2)

Following this line of reasoning, AND queries are interpreted similar as
unstru tured queries de ned by equation 1. Or, to put it di erently, unstru tured queries are impli itly assumed to be AND queries.
Statisti al translation is added to these probability measures by assuming that the translation of a term does not depend on the do ument it was drawn from. If N1 ; N2 ;    ; Nn is a Dut h query of length
n and a Dut h term on position i has mi possible English translations
Tij (1  j  mi ), then the ranking as stru tured queries would be done
a ording to equation 3

Y X P (N
D) =
n

P (N1 ; N2 ;    ; Nn j

i

mi

=1 j =1

Tij )( 1 P (Tij ) + 2 P (Tij jD)) (3)

ij

The translation probabilities P (Ni jTij ) an be estimated from parallel
orpora, or alternatively by any of the methods des ribed in se tion 4.
Equation 3 is the basis of the stru tured query runs run3 -f des ribed
in se tion 5.3. The experiments only di er in the way the translation
probabilities are estimated, i.e. the disambiguation method that was used.
For the unstru tured query runs run2a-f statisti al translation was
added by making the number of times a query term o urs in equation
1 proportional to the translation probabilities. For run2a and run2b
translation frequen ies instead of translation probabilities were used. The
translation frequen ies or probabilities an be multiplied with the query
weights of table 5 (see se tion A.4). Again, the experiments only di er in
the way the translation probabilities were estimated.

A.3 Parameter estimation
In information retrieval it is good pra ti e to use the term frequen y
and do ument frequen y as the main omponents of term weighting algorithms. Our probabilisti model does not make an ex eption. The term
frequen y tf (t; d) is de ned by the number of times the term t o urs in
the do ument d. The do ument frequen y df (t) is de ned by the number

of do uments in whi h the term t o urs. Estimation of P (T ) and P (T jD)
in equation 1, 2 and 3 was done as follows:

df (t )
P (Ti = ti ) = P i
t df (t)
tf (t ; d)
P (Ti = ti jD = d) = P i
t tf (t; d)

(4)
(5)

The value of the unknown parameter 2 was determined by previous experiments on three di erent olle tions in luding the TREC ross-language
olle tion [8℄. For the experiments des ribed in this paper we used 2 =
0:15 . The value of 1 is determined by the fa t that 1 + 2 = 1.

A.4 Rewriting to presen e weighting algorithm
Similar to the probabilisti model of Robertson and Spar k-Jones [18℄
probability measures for ranking do uments an be rewritten into a format that is easy to implement. A presen e weighting s heme (as opposed
to a presen e/absen e weighting s heme) assigns a zero weight to terms
that are not present in a do ument. Presen e weighting s hemes an be
implemented using the ve tor produ t formula. This se tion presents the
resulting algorithms. Rewriting equation 1 results in the formula displayed
in table 5. It an be interpreted as a tfidf weighting algorithm with do ument length normalisation as de ned by Salton and Bu kley [19℄.

ve tor produ t formula: similarity(Q; D) =
query term weight: wqk = tf (k; q )
do ument term weight: wdk = log(1 +

Fig. 5.
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If a stru tured query is used, the disjun tion of possible translations
as de ned by equation 2 should be al ulated rst. As addition is asso iative, we do not have to al ulate ea h probability separately before
adding them. Instead, respe tively the do ument frequen ies and the term
frequen ies of the disjun ts an be added beforehand. The added frequenies an be used to repla e df (k) and tf (k; d) in the weighting formula of

table 5. The resulting ranking algorithm for Boolean queries was introdu ed earlier by Harman [4℄ for on-line stemming. Harman did not present
her algorithm as an extension of Boolean sear hing, but instead alled it
'grouping'. A somewhat similar approa h for ross-language information
retrieval was adopted by Ballesteros and Croft [1℄ by using a 'synonym
operator' on term translations with more than one target term equivalent.
The operator treats o urren es of all words within it as o urren es of a
single pseudo term whose do ument frequen y is the sum of df 's for ea h
word in the operator.
If translation probabilities are available, the adding of respe tively the
do ument frequen ies and the term frequen ies of the disjun ts should be
done as a weighted sum with the translation probabilities as weights.
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